
THE CONTEMPORARY RANGE
Inspiring ideas for your home



THE CLASSIC SUITE
DOORS & FURNITURE



Take a look at some of the world’s most beautiful historic homes and what do you 
see? The classic central knob on their front doors. It’s no surprise that this stunning 
type of handle has been an enduring feature of high-end properties for so many years. 
The Classic handle brings together the best of period style with the best of modern 
performance. This means your property benefits from stunning looks matched with the 
strength of stainless steel. The great news is that the Classic handle looks as incredible 
on period properties as it does on contemporary homes. Timeless style matched with 
an enduring performance - it’s what makes this a classic.



THE BAR SUITE
DOORS & FURNITURE



A front door speaks volumes about a property. Now you can make even more of a statement 
with the Bar handle which comes in a range of lengths. The complete suite transforms door 
furniture into a property feature. The Long Bar handle suite doesn’t just add more style to 
your door. It’s sure to attract more of your guests’ attention too. That’s no surprise with the 
handle’s stunning stainless steel patina and easy to hold angle. Complete the modern look 
with a matching Ingot knocker and a sleek Trojan Satin letter plate. The Long Bar handle 
is perfect for properties where every detail speaks of quality. Distinctive. Enduring. High 
quality. This is contemporary style that never goes out of fashion.



THE HANDLELESS SUITE
DOORS & FURNITURE



Sometimes less is more, and that’s why our new handleless range could be just the 
furniture suite you’re looking for. Style and elegance are the order of the day, with a 
streamlined, uncluttered look, versatile enough to complement both a classic and 
contemporary home. This sleek, sophisticated option promotes a clean aesthetic to the 
front of your property, while at the same time adding a subtle touch of confidence and 
class. Available in all door types and colours, and perfectly balanced by an Ingot knocker, 
brushed stainless steel letterplate and timeless pull escutcheon, this is the perfect choice 
for those looking to make the maximum impact with the minimum of fuss.




